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Installing these structures is becoming one of the most common assignments for
landscape contractors across the nation. This issue examines the process of selecting the
best products, and building top-notch projects.
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Maintenance - Special Section: Smart Irrigation
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Since 78+% of LC/DBM readers cite landscape maintenance as one of their revenue
sources, and landscape maintenance is a “Top Five” most requested article subject,
here is a look at maintenance strategies and equipment.
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In LC/DBM’s annual readership survey, designing, installing and maintaining hardscapes
are the subjects most requested by readers. In this first of two hardscape themed issues,
LC/DBM showcases exemplary hardscape projects, and the products that go into them.

Lighting
With the growth of landscape lighting as an important revenue source, each year we
feature some of the most impressive installations from around the country.
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57% of LC/DBM subscribers work on single-family residences. Shade structures, fire
elements, hardscapes, kitchens and fireplaces are all a part of this fast growing segment of
the industry.

Irrigation - Special Section: Decorative Water Features
Landscape Contractors are leading the way in the design and installation of water features,
waterfalls, ponds, artificial streams and custom pool designs.
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With more than 70% of LC/DBM’s subscribers installing pavers; and 49% installing
retaining walls, this issue takes a second look at hardscape products and the best
projects in both commercial and residential markets across the country.
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Mowers, blowers and backpack sprayers are the most popular pieces of equipment
owned by LC/DBM readers. An examination of the latest and greatest of these and other
maintenance machines will help them with their buying decisions.
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Product Focus

The industry’s attention this month is on the outdoor power equipment show so we
highlight the newest, most innovative installation tools for landscape contractors.

Lighting II - Special Section: Fire in the Landscape
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Especially in the winter months, landscape lighting is an important element in any
project. With more than 59% of LC/DBM readers installing and designing landscape
lighting, this significant industry segment deserves more illumination.
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The Yearbook / Forecast 2019
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Every December, LC/DBM looks back at the most influential people, the best projects,
the most read features and the best new product introductions of the year. This is an
indispensable issue and is perfect to kick off your 2019 promotional campaigns.
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